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1 Motivation

Viper [4] is a verification infrastructure for permission-based reasoning, which includes
the Viper intermediate verification language (IVL) and verifiers to check the correctness
of the Viper IVL programs. The assertion language in the Viper IVL is based on sepa-
ration logic [7, 6], a logic used to reason about heap-manipulating programs. The Viper
infrastructure has been used as a foundation to develop quite a few verifiers for real-world
programming languages. This has been achieved by developing Viper front-ends which
translate input programs and their specifications, such as pre- and postconditions, into
Viper IVL programs so that correctness of the Viper program implies correctness of the
input program. There already exist multiple Viper front-ends, examples of which include
Gobra [8] for Go, Nagini [3] for Python, Prusti [1] for Rust, and VerCors [2] to verify Java
Programs. However it has never been formally proven that the translations into Viper
performed by these front-ends are correct. It could very well be that there are bugs in
said translations leading to incorrect verification results.

The goal of this project is to understand better how to formally reason about the
correctness of Viper front-ends. In order to do so we will formalize a Viper front-end for
a simple concurrent programming language in the Isabelle theorem prover [5] and prove
its correctness. Even though there has been some prior work on formally reasoning about
other translational verifiers, there has been very little work on translational verifiers for
programs dealing directly with an IVL as expressive as the Viper IVL.

2 The Project

As our first main contribution we will formalize and create a Viper front-end for a sim-
ple, self-designed programming language supporting concurrency. That entails formally
defining a function translate which takes two arguments, namely the input program and
a specification for the input program, and returns a Viper program. In order to define
the behaviour of these input programs, we will need to define the small-step semantics of
the input programs.

The second main contribution will be the proof that this translation is actually correct.
That means proving the following theorem:

Theorem 2.1. For any input program Pr and specification Sp, if translate(Pr, Sp) is
correct with respect to Viper’s semantics, then Pr satisfies Sp with respect to the input
program’s semantics.

The set of input programs and specifications our front-end supports, as well as the
small-step semantics and the function translate will be defined in the Isabelle theorem
prover [5] which we will also use to prove the above theorem.
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3 Goals

Our core goals are:

• The formalization of syntax and semantics of a simple front-end language supporting
some form of concurrency to later be translated into the Viper IVL.

• The definition of an assertion language used to express the specifications of afore-
mentioned front-end language to be able to insert pre- and post-conditions as well
as loop invariants.

• The definition of the translation of the front-end language and the assertion language
into the Viper IVL.

• Formally proving the correctness of said translation for a subset of the commands
and capabilities.

Our extension goals are:

• Creating an executable tool which allows us to perform the translation of the front-
end language and the assertion language into the Viper IVL (by extracting the
translate function in Isabelle to a compilable language).

• Extending our assertion language or front-end language by, for example, adding:

– fractional permissions

– recursive predicates

– heap-dependent functions in the assertion language

– heap-dependent expressions in the front-end language
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